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Abstract
1. Students have to wait for school buses in cold or
extreme weather, endangered by animals and
weirdos.
2. Oversleeping or being late for a bus is
catastrophic.
3. Alert system which automatically notifies the
students that their bus is getting close via phone
text messages can minimize the time spent
waiting, and serve as a reminder to go to the
bus.
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Testing and Redesign

Web server based system that detects where the buses are via smart phones.
Server determines which students need to be alerted when their bus is approaching.
Students receive text alert when their bus is getting close.
Used Google Maps API hosted on a LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP), with custom program.

1. GPS works with Longitude and Latitude, not
miles.
2. Need to convert to miles.
3. One degree of Longitude is not the same
distance as 1 degree of Latitude.
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Goal
To make an alert system which automatically
notifies the students that their bus is getting
close via phone text messages, in order to reduce
waiting time outside and to remind the student
to go to the bus on time.
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Design Criteria
1. Notify students when bus is nearby, within
configurable distance.
2. Students can also view a live map with bus
locations.
3. Inexpensive: use existing smartphones rather
than custom devices to track buses.
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Development Process
Needed to develop software to:
1. Fulfill Design Criteria.
2. Simulate multiple buses and students in order to
test and debug. For example, system would
initially make ellipses instead of circles and would
not calculate distances correctly due to longitude
and latitude degrees having different dimensions.
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Circles indicate the area
in which the student
should be alerted when
bus enters.
Green: student was
alerted recently.
Blue: student was not
yet alerted.

Results and Conclusions
System achieves the above goals, sending prompt
phone text message alerts to the appropriate
students.
Methods above can be used to design a system that
tracks buses and alerts students when the bus
approaches.

